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Abstract
Gastric-type cervical adenocarcinoma (GCA) is an aggressive type of endocervical adenocarcinoma characterized by
mucinous morphology, gastric-type mucin, lack of association with human papillomavirus (HPV) and resistance to chemo/
radiotherapy. We characterized the landscape of genetic alterations in a large cohort of GCAs, and compared it with that of
usual-type HPV-associated endocervical adenocarcinomas (UEAs), pancreatic adenocarcinomas (PAs) and intestinal-type
gastric adenocarcinomas (IGAs). GCAs (n= 68) were subjected to massively parallel sequencing targeting 410–468 cancer-
related genes. Somatic mutations and copy number alterations (CNAs) were determined using validated bioinformatics
methods. Mutational data for UEAs (n= 21), PAs (n= 178), and IGAs (n= 148) from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)
were obtained from cBioPortal. GCAs most frequently harbored somatic mutations in TP53 (41%), CDKN2A (18%), KRAS
(18%), and STK11 (10%). Potentially targetable mutations were identified in ERBB3 (10%), ERBB2 (8%), and BRAF (4%).
GCAs displayed low levels of CNAs with no recurrent amplifications or homozygous deletions. In contrast to UEAs, GCAs
harbored more frequent mutations affecting cell cycle-related genes including TP53 (41% vs 5%, p < 0.01) and CDKN2A
(18% vs 0%, p= 0.01), and fewer PIK3CA mutations (7% vs 33%, p= 0.01). TP53 mutations were less prevalent in GCAs
compared to PAs (41% vs 56%, p < 0.05) and IGAs (41% vs 57%, p < 0.05). GCAs showed a higher frequency of STK11
mutations than PAs (10% vs 2%, p < 0.05) and IGAs (10% vs 1%, p < 0.05). GCAs harbored more frequent mutations in
ERBB2 and ERBB3 (9% vs 1%, and 10% vs 0.5%, both p < 0.01) compared to PAs, and in CDKN2A (18% vs 1%, p < 0.05)
and KRAS (18% vs 6%, p < 0.05) compared to IGAs. GCAs harbor recurrent somatic mutations in cell cycle-related genes
and in potentially targetable genes, including ERBB2/3. Mutations in genes such as STK11 may be used as supportive
evidence to help distinguish GCAs from other adenocarcinomas with similar morphology in metastatic sites.

Introduction

The 2020World Health Organization classification of cervical
adenocarcinomas includes HPV-associated adenocarcinoma,

usual type and HPV-independent adenocarcinoma, gastric
type [1]. Gastric-type cervical adenocarcinoma (GCA) char-
acteristically exhibits gastric (pyloric)-type differentiation [2–
6] and has been reported to account for 20–25% of all
endocervical adenocarcinomas in Japan [4, 7], but is less
common in Western countries [8].

In contrast to usual-type endocervical adenocarcino-
mas (UEAs), GCAs are not associated with human
papillomavirus (HPV) [9]. They are often situated in the
upper endocervix and present with bleeding or profuse
watery discharge, associated with a clinically bulky cer-
vix without a well-defined mass due to an infiltrative
growth pattern [10]. GCAs exhibit aggressive behavior,
and are associated with poorer prognosis than UEAs
[4, 11–13].
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Histologically, GCA shows a morphologic spectrum
ranging from well-differentiated mucinous adenocarcinoma
(previously referred to as “minimal deviation adenocarci-
noma/adenoma malignum”) to poorly differentiated ade-
nocarcinoma [14, 15]. The tumor cells typically contain
moderate to large amounts of clear, foamy, or pale eosi-
nophilic cytoplasm with well-defined cell borders and
variable nuclear atypia. Immunohistochemically, GCAs
express markers of gastric differentiation, such as HIK1083,
MUC6, trefoil factor 2 (TFF2), pepsinogen II and lysozyme
[4, 6, 16, 17]. The histopathologic features of GCA show
some overlap with those of intestinal adenocarcinomas of
the stomach (IGAs) and particularly pancreatic adeno-
carcinomas (PAs) [4, 18].

The genetic underpinnings of GCA are beginning to be
elucidated, as illustrated by two recent small studies
[19, 20]. One analyzed 14 GCAs using a targeted panel of
161 genes and found a heterogenous set of genetic find-
ings, including alterations in TP53, DNA mismatch repair
genes, CDKN2A/B, POLE, ARID1A, STK11, and KRAS
[19], while the other study evaluated 11 GCAs using a
447-gene panel and found similar results with alterations
in TP53, KRAS, GNAS, STK11, ERBB2, PIK3CA, and
SMAD4 [20].

A subset of GCAs is associated with lobular endo-
cervical glandular hyperplasia (LEGH), a rare benign,
often incidentally encountered lesion that can be asso-
ciated with Peutz-Jeghers syndrome [21]. LEGH is
usually located in the upper endocervix, exhibits a lobular
architecture and is positive for gastric markers including
HIK1083 and MUC6 [15]. The co-occurrence of some
cases of GCA with LEGH [22, 23] and the identification
of alterations in KRAS, STK11, TP53, and GNAS in LEGH
[24] and GCA [19, 20] suggests that at least some cases of
LEGH may represent precursors of GCA [23, 24]. A
minority of LEGH, originally termed ‘atypical LEGH’,
and more recently postulated to be a variant of ‘gastric-
type adenocarcinoma in situ’ (gAIS), exhibit variable
cytoarchitectural atypia (loss of polarity, papillary or
pseudopapillary arrangements, nuclear enlargement, con-
spicuous nucleoli, coarse chromatin, rare mitotic figures
and apoptotic bodies) without evidence of stromal inva-
sion [25]. gAIS with a normal (non-lobular) architecture
has also recently been described [23]. gAIS has been
found in association with GCA [3] and is associated with
genetic alterations (e.g. gains of chromosome 3p and loss
of 1p) which may be found in GCA [26]. These findings
collectively suggest that LEGH, gAIS, and GCA represent
a spectrum of HPV-independent cervical neoplasia asso-
ciated with gastric differentiation [26].

In this study, we sought to characterize the repertoire of
somatic alterations in a large cohort of GCAs and to com-
pare it with that in UEAs and in cancers which share some

histopathologic similarities with GCAs, including adeno-
carcinomas of the stomach and pancreas.

Materials and methods

Cases and histopathologic review

This study was approved by the Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center (MSKCC) Institutional Review Board (proto-
col no. 16-237). We analyzed cervicovaginal neoplasms from
71 patients, whose tumors had been diagnosed as GCA by the
original reporting pathologists, who are experienced gyneco-
logic pathologists. The samples were obtained from the
Department of Pathology at MSKCC (n= 35) and from the
in-house cases and consultation files of eight co-authors (YH,
TK, CM, WGM, YM, EO, KLT, and EV; n= 36).

Representative hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained
slides of each case were reviewed by two gynecologic
pathologists (RM and KJP) prior to DNA extraction and
downstream analyses. Each pathologist examined the slides
independently, following which the cases were reviewed
concurrently by both pathologists at a multi-head micro-
scope and consensus with regard to the diagnoses and his-
tologic parameters (detailed below) was reached.

The slides were first reviewed to confirm the diagnosis:
GCA—invasive adenocarcinoma, ranging from well dif-
ferentiated to poorly differentiated, with clear, foamy, or
pale eosinophilic cytoplasm and well-defined cytoplasmic
borders; gAIS—LEGH-like glands exhibiting varying
degrees of architectural atypia (papillary or pseudopapillary
arrangements) and cytologic atypia (loss of polarity, nuclear
enlargement, conspicuous nucleoli, coarse chromatin,
mitotic figures and apoptotic bodies) but lacking stromal
invasion; and LEGH—lobular arrangements of glands with
abundant pale cytoplasm, well-defined cytoplasmic borders,
lacking cytologic atypia. Only cases in which the reviewed
slides showed GCA were included in the study cohort.

In cases with a diagnosis of GCA, several histopatholo-
gic parameters were evaluated: (1) Tumor-infiltrating lym-
phocytes (TILs)—lymphocytes infiltrating neoplastic
glandular epithelium (scored as absent or present; rare if
present but only focal or infrequent); (2) Peritumoral lym-
phocytes—lymphocytes present in tissue between neoplas-
tic glands [scored as absent or present; if present and
assessable, the intensity (mild, moderate, or marked) and
distribution (patchy or diffuse) of the lymphocytic infil-
trate]; (3) neutrophils—presence or absence of neutrophils
admixed with neoplastic glands or in tissue between neo-
plastic glands; (4) mitoses in neoplastic epithelium (per 10
high-power fields, HPF); (5) apoptotic bodies in neoplastic
epithelium (per 10 HPF); and (6) presence of associated
gAIS or LEGH.
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Massively parallel sequencing analysis

DNA extracted from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded
GCA samples and matched normal tissues were subjected
to MSK-IMPACT sequencing at MSK’s Integrated Geno-
mics Operation. MSK-IMPACT is a massively parallel
sequencing assay targeting 410–468 cancer-related genes
[27], as previously described [28]. DNA from matched
normal tissue was obtained from macrodissected areas of
non-neoplastic tissue spatially separated from the tumor.
For cases in which matched normal tissue was not available,
a pool of unmatched normal DNAs subjected to MSK-
IMPACT sequencing served as normal control for mutation
calling. Sequencing data were analyzed as previously
described [28]. Briefly, somatic single nucleotide variants
(SNVs) were called using MuTect (v1.17) [29] and small
insertions and deletions (indels) were identified using
Strelka (v1.0.15) [30] VarScan2 (v2.3.7) [31] Lancet
(v1.0.0) [32] and Scalpel (v0.5.3) [33] and further curated
by manual inspection. Somatic copy number alterations and
loss of heterozygosity were identified using FACETS [34].
The potential functional impact of each SNV was defined
using a combination of in silico function prediction algo-
rithms, as previously described [35]. Mutation hotspots
were assigned according to Chang et al. [36]. Lollipop plots
were created using MutationMapper on cBioPortal [37, 38],
and manually curated.

Mutational signatures were ascribed to samples that
harbored ≥5 SNVs using SigMa [39], as previously
described [40].

Mutation and copy number calls for UEAs (n= 21), PAs
(n= 178), and IGAs (n= 148) from The Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA) were retrieved from cBioPortal [37, 38]. We
restricted the comparison to the 410 genes targeted by the
smallest MSK-IMPACT panel employed in this study.

Statistical analyses

Comparisons of mutation frequencies in GCAs with those
in UEAs, IGAs, and PAs were performed using Fisher’s
exact tests. Resulting p values were corrected for multiple
testing using the Benjamini–Hochberg false discovery rate
[41], and two-tailed adjusted p values <0.05 were deemed to
be statistically significant.

Results

Histopathologic findings

Representative H&E-stained slides for all 71 tumors were
available for review. Upon review of the available

histologic slides (which corresponded to the tumor material
from which DNA was extracted for sequencing), the con-
sensus diagnoses were as follows: GCA (n= 68, of which 5
were associated with extensive gAIS or LEGH); gAIS only
(n= 2); and LEGH only (n= 1) (Table 1). The slides from
cases showing only gAIS or only LEGH were recuts of the
original block, and this might be the reason they did not
contain the invasive GCA component present in the original
slides. The 68 women with GCA were aged 23–81 years
(median 52 years; age at diagnosis was available in 65
patients). None of the patients were known to have Peutz-
Jeghers syndrome.

Histologic parameters were assessable in 60 GCAs; in
the remaining cases, the available slides contained insuffi-
cient amounts of tumor to allow reliable evaluation of the
parameters. GCAs displayed clear, foamy or pale eosino-
philic cytoplasm and well-defined cytoplasmic borders.
TILs were absent or only rarely found in 44 (73%) tumors,
while peritumoral lymphocytes and neutrophils were pre-
sent in 41 (82%) and 32 (53%) of tumors, respectively. Of
eight GCAs with STK11 mutations (see below), six had
sufficient tumor for detailed pathologic evaluation. TILs
were present in three of these tumors and peritumoral
lymphocytes were noted in all cases; intraepithelial or
interstitial neutrophils were identified in 5 of the 6 tumors.
Mitotic figures (median 4 per 10 HPF, range 0–49 per 10
HPF) and apoptotic bodies (median 5 per 10 HPF, range
0–58 per 10 HPF) were variable, but generally infrequent in
the majority of cases [≤5 mitoses per 10 HPF in 39 (65%)
and ≤5 apoptoses per 10 HPF in 35 (58%)]. Mitoses and
apoptoses numbered ≤10 per 10 HPF in 83% and 85%,
respectively (Table 2). The histopathologic appearances of
selected tumors are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Repertoire of somatic mutations and copy number
alterations

GCA samples (n= 68) and matched normal tissues (n= 60)
or pooled unmatched normal DNA (n= 8) were subjected
to MSK-IMPACT sequencing, at a median depth of 509×
(210–1114×) and 359× (69–1128×) for tumor and normal
tissue, respectively.

GCAs were found to harbor a median of 4 non-
synonymous somatic mutations (range 0–23) most fre-
quently involving TP53 (41%), CDKN2A (18%), KRAS
(18%), STK11 (10%), and ERBB3 (10%) (Fig. 2A). Hotspot
and potentially targetable mutations were identified in a
subset of the cases analyzed, including ERBB2 and ERBB3
hotspot mutations (7/68, 11%). In particular, we identified
ERBB2 p.S310F, p.R678Q, p.G776V, and p.T862A hotspot
mutations, as well as ERBB3 p.V104L, p.F219I, p.G284R,
and p.E332K hotspot mutations (Fig. 2B). In addition, we
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Table 1 Histopathologic features of 68 GCAs.

Sample ID TILs Peritumoral
lymphocytes

Neutrophils Mitoses
per 10 HPF

Apoptoses
per 10 HPF

Additional findings and
comments

GCA-001 Small amount of tumor

GCA-002 (+) − − 1 5

GCA-004 Small amount of tumor

GCA-006 Small amount of tumor

GCA-007 Small amount of tumor

GCA-008 − − − 2 6 GCA involving bowel

GCA-009 − − − 1 3 Bizarre nuclear atypia

GCA-010 Small amount of tumor

GCA-011 − +, 1 − 1 2

GCA-012 Small amount of tumor

GCA-014 − +, 2 − 7 4

GCA-015 − +, 2 + 2 1

GCA-016 + +, (1) + 1 8

GCA-017 − +, (1) − 1 2

GCA-018 + +, (1) (+) 49 58

GCA-019 − +, (1) − 3 27

GCA-020 + − + 0 5

GCA-024 (+) +, 2 + 4 6

GCA-025 + +, 2 + 11 5

GCA-026 + +, 1 + 4 4

GCA-027 (+) − + 0 0 Small amount of tumor

GCA-028 − +, (1) (+) 1 4

GCA-029 − - (+) 5 7

GCA-030 + +, 1 + 13 13

GCA-031 + +, (1) − 10 2

GCA-032 + +, 1 − 0 14 Extensive gAIS

GCA-033 (+) − 26 16 Metastatic GCA involving
lymph node

GCA-034 + +, (1) − 0 0

GCA-035 − − − 7 13

GCA-036 − +, (1) − 7 7

GCA-037 + +, 1 + 2 3

GCA-039 − − + 3 6 Metastatic GCA involving
lymph node

GCA-041 − − − 4 6

GCA-042 − + − 0 0

GCA-043 − + + 3 6

GCA-044 − + − 3 0

GCA-045 − + + 3 4 Extensive gAIS and LEGH

GCA-046 Small amount of tumor

GCA-047 Small amount of tumor

GCA-048 − + − 2 0

GCA-049 − − + 2 12

GCA-050 − + − 4 2

GCA-102 − +, (1) + 4 8

GCA-104 − − (+) 9 6

GCA-105 (+) +, (1) +, dense 12 4 Exuberant desmoplasia

GCA-106 (+) +, (1) − 8 4

GCA-107 + +, (1) − 11 6

GCA-108 (+) +, (2) − 4 5

GCA-109 (+) − − 5 2

GCA-110 − − − 1 3 Extensive LEGH and
focal gAIS

GCA-112 − − − 6 46

GCA-113 (+) +, (1) − 7 4

GCA-115 − +, (1) + 6 5 Associated extensive
lymphovascular invasion
and LEGH

GCA-116 + +, 2 + 26 8
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found hotspot mutations in other oncogenes such as GNAS
(9%), PIK3CA (6%), BRAF (4%) and SMAD4 (4%); the
BRAF mutations (p.G469V, p.D594G and p.G596R) were
classified as potentially targetable by OncoKB
(https://www.oncokb.org). TP53 and ERBB3 mutations
were mutually exclusive in the 35 GCAs with mutations in
either gene (p < 0.05; Supplementary Table). In addition,
only rare GCAs that harbored mutations in either of the
following gene pairs harbored a mutation in both genes:
TP53/ERBB2 (1/33, 3%), TP53/STK11 (1/34, 3%), TP53/
GNAS (1/33, 3%) and CDKN2A/KRAS (1/23, 4%) (Sup-
plementary Table). There were no statistically significant
associations between individual mutations and histologic
features of GCA.

Most GCAs displayed low levels of copy number
alterations; the median fraction of genome altered was 6.1%
(range, 0–67%). While no recurrent high-level amplifica-
tions or homozygous deletions were detected, individual
cases displayed amplifications in genes such as CCND1,
MYC, or ERBB2 (Fig. 3). A subset of tumors showed
no copy number alterations or non-synonymous mutations
(n= 8); in some of the cases, this may be due to their low
tumor-cell content (<20%), whereas those with higher
tumor-cell content may be driven by somatic mutations in
genes not tested in our sequencing panel, by epigenetic
alterations or structural variants/gene fusions.

Assessment of the mutated genes revealed that the
pathways most frequently altered in GCA included cell

Table 2 Summary of pathologic features of GCAs (n= 60, unless
stated otherwise).

Parameter Level N %

TILs Absent 34 57

Rare 10 17

Present 16 27

Peritumoral lymphocytes (n= 57)a Absent 16 28

Present 41 82

Mild, patchy 18

Mild, diffuse 5

Moderate, patchy 2

Moderate, diffuse 8

Marked, diffuse 1

Neutrophils Absent 28 47

Present 32 53

Mitoses per 10 HPF Median= 4

Range= 0–49

≤5 per 10 ΗPF 39 65

≤10 per 10 ΗPF 50 83

Apoptoses per 10 HPF Median= 5

Range= 0–58

≤5 per 10 ΗPF 35 58

≤10 per 10 ΗPF 51 85

aDistribution of peritumoral lymphocytes could not be reliably
assessed in some tumors in which it was present, due to insufficient
volume of peritumoral tissue in the H&E slide for reliable evaluation.

Table 1 (continued)

Sample ID TILs Peritumoral
lymphocytes

Neutrophils Mitoses
per 10 HPF

Apoptoses
per 10 HPF

Additional findings and
comments

GCA-117 + +, 2 − 8 0

GCA-118 Extensive gAIS with focal
invasion + associated LEGH

GCA-119 + + + 4 9 Extensive lymphovascular
invasion

GCA-120 − +, (2) (+) 1 1

GCA-121 − +, (1) +, dense 3 4

GCA-122 − − + 14 2

GCA-123 − +, (1) + 1 7

GCA-124 − − − 1 5

GCA-125 + +, (1) + 5 7

GCA-127 (+) +, 2 +, dense 3 12

GCA-128 − − + 6 0

GCA-129 − +, (1) − 1 2

GCA-130 − +, 2 +, dense 3 2

GCA-131 − − − 24 4

GCA-132 + +, 3 + 10 9

TILs—tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes: + present; (+) rare; − absent.

Peritumoral lymphocytes: + present; +, 1 mild, diffuse; +, (1) mild, patchy; +, 2 moderate, diffuse; +, (2) moderate, diffuse; +, 3 marked,
diffuse; − absent.

Neutrophils: + present; (+) rare; − absent.

GCA gastric-type cervical adenocarcinoma, HPF high-power field, LEGH lobular endocervical glandular hyperplasia, gAIS gastric-type
adenocarcinoma in situ.
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cycle (TP53, CDKN2A); PI3K-AKT (PIK3CA, STK11) and
Notch (FBXW7, NOTCH2, CREBBP, SPEN) (Fig. 4).

We next explored the mutational processes driving
GCAs. Mutational signature analysis using SigMA [39] of
30 GCAs that harbored at least 5 SNVs revealed that the
majority (n= 24; 80%) displayed the aging-related sig-
nature 1. In addition, 3 (10%) GCAs had the APOBEC

signatures 2 or 13, 2 (7%) the homologous recombination
deficiency-related signature 8, and 1 (3%) had an MSI-
related signature but was not found to harbor a pathogenic
mutation in a mismatch repair (MMR)-related gene and did
not display any genomic features of MMR-deficiency such
as a high mutational burden or enrichment for short inser-
tions and deletions.

Fig. 1 Histopathologic appearances of selected cases of GCA with
associated genetic alterations. a GCA-011. Adenocarcinoma with
clear and vacuolated cytoplasm, associated with peritumoral lympho-
cytes; no mutations identified (hematoxylin-eosin, ×100). b GCA-018.
Adenocarcinoma with clear and vacuolated cytoplasm, associated with
scant tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes; TP53 hotspot mutation with loss-
of-heterozygosity (hematoxylin-eosin, ×100). c GCA-111. Gastric-
type adenocarcinoma in situ, with clear and vacuolated cytoplasm;
CDKN2A hotspot mutation (hematoxylin-eosin, ×100). d GCA-022.
Adenocarcinoma with focally clear cytoplasm, without peritumoral
lymphocytes; KRAS hotspot mutation with loss-of-heterozygosity
(hematoxylin-eosin, ×100). e GCA-012. Gastric-type adenocarci-
noma in situ, with clear and vacuolated cytoplasm; STK11 truncating

SNV (hematoxylin-eosin, ×100). f GCA-019. Adenocarcinoma with
ERBB3 missense SNV with loss-of-heterozygosity (hematoxylin-
eosin, ×100). g GCA-002. Adenocarcinoma with GNAS hotspot
mutation. (hematoxylin-eosin, ×100). h GCA-102. Adenocarcinoma
associated with patchy peritumoral lymphocytes; TP53 hotspot
mutation with CDKN2A SNV (hematoxylin-eosin, ×100). i GCA-037.
Adenocarcinoma with foamy cytoplasm, associated with tumor-
infiltrating and peritumoral lymphocytes; CDKN2A hotspot mutation
with STK11 SNV (hematoxylin-eosin, ×100). j GCA-015. Adeno-
carcinoma with foamy cytoplasm, associated with peritumoral lym-
phocytes and neutrophils; ERBB3 and ERBB2 hotspot mutations
(hematoxylin-eosin, ×100). j GCA-110. Adenocarcinoma with KRAS
and GNAS hotspot mutations (hematoxylin-eosin, ×100).
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Comparison of the repertoire of somatic mutations
of GCAs with HPV-associated usual-type
endocervical adenocarcinomas (UEAs), intestinal-
type gastric adenocarcinomas (IGAs) and pancreatic
adenocarcinomas (PAs)

We next sought to define whether GCAs differed from UEAs
at the molecular level, and whether there were similarities in
the repertoire of genomic alterations of GCAs and IGAs and
PAs, which share some morphologic similarities. This com-
parison was restricted to the smallest sequencing panel (i.e.,
410 cancer-related genes from MSK-IMPACT).

We compared the mutational profiles of GCAs with
UEAs (n= 21), PAs (n= 178), and IGAs (n= 148) from
TCGA (Fig. 5). Compared to HPV-associated UEAs, GCAs
were found to harbor a statistically significantly higher
frequency of mutations affecting the cell cycle genes TP53
(41% vs 5%, p < 0.01) and CDKN2A (18% vs 0%, p= 0.01)
and fewer mutations in PIK3CA (7% vs 25%, p= 0.01).

In contrast, TP53 mutations were found to be less pre-
valent in GCAs (41%) compared to both PAs (56%, p <

0.05) and IGAs (57%, p < 0.05). GCAs were also found to
display a higher frequency of mutations in STK11 than both
PAs (10% vs 2%, p < 0.01) and IGAs (10% vs 1%, p <
0.01). In addition, mutations in ERBB3 (10% vs 1%, p <
0.01) and ERBB2 (9% vs 1%, p < 0.01) were enriched in
GCAs compared to PAs, whereas CDKN2A mutations (18%
vs 1%, p < 0.01) were enriched in GCAs compared to IGAs.
Compared to GCAs, KRAS mutations were considerably
more frequent in PAs (62% vs 18%, p < 0.01), but were less
frequent in IGAs (6% vs 18%, p < 0.05). SMAD4 mutations
were significantly more frequent in PAs (19%) than GCAs
(9%, p < 0.05) (Fig. 5 and Table 3).

Discussion

The clinicopathologic features of GCA have been well
documented in the literature [12, 14–16, 25, 26]. The pri-
mary aim of this study was to describe the repertoire of
somatic genomic alterations in a large cohort of GCAs. Two
recent studies of 11 and 14 cases [19, 20] have investigated

Fig. 2 Somatic mutations in 68 GCAs. A Recurrent non-synonymous
somatic mutations affecting 410-468 cancer-related genes in 68 GCAs
are shown, color-coded in the legend. The most common mutations
involved TP53 (41%) and CDKN2A (18%). Clinicopathologic features
are shown in the phenobar. TILs, tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes;
PMNL, polymorphonuclear leukocytes; Indel, small insertion and
deletion; SNV, single nucleotide variant. B Schematic representation
of the protein domains of ERBB2 (left) and ERBB3 (right) and the
somatic mutations identified in GCAs. Mutational frequency is

represented by the height of each lollipop (y-axis). Hotspot mutations
are annotated showing the amino acid changes. Note: In addition, three
other cases that were not diagnosed as GCA were also sequenced. Two
were gastric-type adenocarcinomas in situ (gAIS), one of which har-
bored a nonsense mutation in STK11 and missense mutations in
ERBB3 and TP53, while a CDKN2A nonsense mutation was identified
in the other case. One was a case of lobular endocervical glandular
hyperplasia, in which a frameshift mutation in CDKN2A and a hotspot
mutation in GNAS were identified.
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the genetic alterations in these neoplasms, but ours is by far
the largest study to date. All of the tumors included in this
study were classified as GCA by the original reporting
pathologists, who are experienced gynecologic pathologists.
Based on pathologic review of the available slides, 68 cases
were classified as GCA (associated in some cases with
conspicuous gAIS and/or LEGH).

The spectrum of histopathologic appearances of the
GCAs in our cohort is similar to that in prior reports
[12, 14–16, 25, 26]. GCAs displayed clear, foamy, or pale
eosinophilic cytoplasm and well-defined cytoplasmic bor-
ders, and spanned the spectrum from well-differentiated to
poorly-differentiated tumors. Although we did not have
staging or follow-up data in our study, it has previously
been shown that grading is of no prognostic value in GCA
[12].

GCAs displayed very low levels of copy number
alterations with no recurrent amplifications or homozygous
deletions. These neoplasms were found to be heterogenous
at the mutational level. The most common somatic muta-
tions were seen in TP53, CDKN2A, KRAS, and STK11.
Mutations in ERBB2 and ERBB3 were seen in 8% and 11%
of tumors, respectively. Alterations in ERBB2/3, which are
mutated at roughly similar frequencies in UEAs, provide
potential avenues for targeted therapy, particularly in
patients with locally advanced or metastatic tumors, since

GCAs are refractory to conventional systemic agents [42–
45]. Other somatic mutations we identified in GCA that are
potentially targetable include those involving KRAS,
STK11, BRAF (discussed below), PIK3CA [46], and
TGFBR1 [47]. Further studies of patients with genomically
defined subsets of GCA, perhaps in the context of basket
trials [48, 49], will be required to determine which of these
mutations confer susceptibility to targeted therapies with
clinical benefit.

Although KRAS has long been considered a challenging
therapeutic target, recent studies of KRASG12C inhibitors
have shown promising results in the treatment of KRAS-
mutant malignancies [50, 51]. Since KRAS hotspot muta-
tions (8 KRASG12D, 2 KRASG12V, and 1 each of KRASG12C,
KRASG12V and KRASG13D) were identified in 17% of GCAs
in our cohort, a significant subset of these neoplasms may
prove to be amenable to KRAS inhibitor therapy.

STK11/LKB1 mutations are associated with Peutz-
Jeghers syndrome [52]. STK11 encodes a serine threonine
kinase which plays a role in the regulation of cellular
metabolism/energy homeostasis, growth, and polarity
through phosphorylation of adenosine monophosphate-
activated protein (AMP) kinase and related kinases [53].
Preclinical studies have shown promising effects on tumor
growth after abrogation of AMP kinase activity and
downstream mTOR inhibition [54]. Mutational inactivation

Fig. 3 DNA copy number alterations in 68 GCAs. DNA copy
number alterations in 68 GCAs subjected to targeted massively parallel
sequencing showed that most tumors displayed low levels of copy
number alterations; the median fraction of genome altered was 6.1%
(range, 0–67%). While no recurrent high-level amplifications or
homozygous deletions were detected, individual cases displayed

amplifications in genes such as CCND1, MYC, and ERBB2. A subset
of cases showed no copy number alterations or non-synonymous
mutations. Chromosomes are shown along the x-axis, and cases along
the y-axis. Homozygous deletions, dark blue; losses, light blue; gains,
orange; amplifications, red.
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of STK11 has been shown to be associated with neutrophil
recruitment and reduced density of infiltrating cytotoxic
CD8+ T lymphocytes resulting in an inert or “cold” tumor
immune microenvironment [55]. In our cohort, TILs were
present in 3 of 6 STK11-mutant tumors and peritumoral
lymphocytes were noted in all cases; intraepithelial or
interstitial neutrophils were identified in 5 of the 6 tumors.
Three of the STK11-mutant tumors also harbored a coex-
isting KRAS hotspot mutation, and TILs were absent in two
of these tumors. It remains to be seen whether STK11-

mutant GCAs are associated with an inert immune micro-
environment and predict lack of clinical benefit from PD-1/
PD-L1 blockade, as shown recently in KRAS-mutant lung
adenocarcinomas [56].

BRAF inhibitors, alone or in combination with MEK
inhibitors, have shown great efficacy in the treatment of
advanced stage BRAF-mutant malignancies, prototypically
melanoma [57]. Following the discovery of resistance
mechanisms to BRAF inhibition, this field is evol-
ving rapidly, with the emergence of novel BRAF inhibitors

Fig. 4 Signaling pathways affected by somatic mutations in 68
GCAs. Frequency of activating (red) or loss-of-function (blue) somatic
mutations affecting genes in the canonical A p53, B PI3K/AKT/mTOR

and C Notch signaling pathways. The prevalence of GCAs harboring a
given somatic mutation is depicted under the gene name.
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and combination therapies (such as the addition of MEK
inhibitors) targeting the mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) pathway [57–59]. The BRAF hotspot mutations
found in 4% of the GCAs in our cohort were classified as
potentially targetable, and MAPK pathway inhibition may
prove to be helpful in some patients with locally advanced
or metastatic GCA.

Of the six sequenced GCAs which harbored GNAS
hotspot mutations, two were associated with LEGH and
gAIS. These findings and published data [22–24] are con-
sistent with LEGH, gAIS, and GCA being a continuum of
HPV-independent cervical neoplasia with LEGH and gAIS
representing the precursor lesions of GCA [23, 24, 26]. In
our study, generally only a single tumor section was
available for histologic review and often only a small
biopsy specimen was available. It is highly likely that the

precursor lesions were present in association with GCA in
other cases.

The differential mutational profiles of HPV-associated
UEAs and HPV-independent GCAs, the latter displaying a
higher prevalence of TP53 and CDKN2A mutations but a
lower prevalence of PIK3CA mutations [60] (Table 3)
supports distinct pathogenetic mechanisms in these two
groups of cervical adenocarcinomas. Abrogation of p53
function is mediated by the HPV E6 protein in UEAs [61–
64], and by TP53 mutations in GCAs. GCAs show mor-
phologic features that overlap with, and can closely mimic,
IGAs and PAs (especially the latter), and this can present
diagnostic problems in metastatic settings, especially since
GCAs commonly metastasize to abdominal sites such as the
omentum [4, 18]. Immunohistochemically, PAX8 positivity
can help distinguish GCAs from IGAs and PAs since GCAs
are usually positive, while IGAs and PAs are typically
negative; however, some GCAs (32% in one study [6]) are
negative for this marker. There is also marked immuno-
phenotypic overlap with regard to other markers such as
cytokeratin 7 and 20, CEA, CA19.9, and CDX2 [5]. At the
genetic level, there is also considerable overlap among these
tumor types, with many of the same genes exhibiting
mutations in all three tumors, albeit at varying frequencies
(Fig. 4). Compared to IGAs, GCAs displayed a higher
prevalence of mutations in CDKN2A, KRAS, and STK11 but
a lower prevalence of TP53 mutations. GCAs displayed a
higher frequency of mutations in ERBB2/3 and STK11 but
fewer TP53, KRAS, and SMAD4 mutations compared to
PAs. Although the mutational frequencies differ, the con-
siderable overlap precludes the use of mutational profiles to
classify tumor type in an individual case; a possible
exception is STK11 mutation, which we identified in 10% of
GCAs, but which is seen in 2% or less of UEAs, PAs, and
IGAs, suggesting that GCA should at least be a diagnostic
consideration in adenocarcinomas harboring this mutation.

Our study has some limitations. Given the limited tissue
availability in some of our cases, we restricted our
sequencing analysis to a targeted panel of 410–468 cancer-
related genes. Therefore, we cannot rule out the possibility

Fig. 5 Comparison of the mutational profiles of 68 GCAs in this
study with those reported in usual endocervical adenocarcinomas,
pancreatic adenocarcinomas, and intestinal/tubular gastric ade-
nocarcinomas. Comparison of somatic non-synonymous mutations
identified in GCAs in the present study (n= 68) with those of HPV-

associated usual endocervical adenocarcinomas (UEAs), pancreatic
adenocarcinomas (PAs) and intestinal gastric adenocarcinomas
(IGAs), as reported in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), retrieved
from cBioPortal [37, 38]. Fisher’s exact test, *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
Indel, small insertion and deletion, SNV single nucleotide variant.

Table 3 Mutation frequencies in 68 GCAs (this study) compared to
UEAs, PAs, and IGAsa.

Gene GCA
(n= 68)

UEA
(n= 21)

PA
(n= 178)

IGA
(n= 148)

TP53 41% 5%** 56%* 57%*

CDKN2A 18% 0%* 19% 1%**

KRAS 18% 11% 62%** 6%*

STK11 10% 0% 2%** 1%**

ERBB3 10% 14% 1%** 5%

GNAS 9% 5% 5% 3%

ERBB2 9% 18% 1%** 3%

SMAD4 9% 0% 19%* 7%

PIK3CA 7% 25%* 3% 11%

ARID1A 6% 10% 5% 14%

GCA gastric-type cervical adenocarcinoma, UEA usual-type (HPV-
associated) endocervical adenocarcinoma, PA pancreatic adenocarci-
noma, IGA intestinal/tubular gastric adenocarcinoma.

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, Fisher’s exact test (two-tailed, comparing
mutation frequencies in GCA with those in each of the other cancer
types).
aMutation data for UEAs, PAs and IGAs from The Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA) were retrieved from cBioPortal [36, 37].
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that other genes (not represented in these panels) harbor
somatic mutations or copy number alterations in GCAs; to
explore this possibility, further studies using whole-exome
or whole-genome sequencing approaches are warranted. As
discussed, generally only a single tumor section was
available for histologic review. In addition, given the multi-
institutional nature of our study, treatment and outcome data
were not consistently available and survival analyses could
not be performed.

In summary, in this largest genomic analysis of GCAs to
date, we found that these tumors harbor a spectrum of
somatic mutations, which differ from those seen in HPV-
associated UEAs, and from adenocarcinomas of the sto-
mach and pancreas which can show morphologic overlap
with GCAs. Some of these alterations (e.g., STK11 muta-
tions) may provide supportive evidence of tumor origin,
especially in the setting of metastatic adenocarcinoma of
unknown primary. Potentially targetable mutations in sev-
eral genes, including ERBB2/3, may be helpful in the
treatment of these clinically aggressive tumors which are
often unresponsive to conventional treatment.
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